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MOST
VALUABLE
PLAYERS
The Best in Property Valuation
From the trusted loan appraiser armed with credentials, training, and years
of experience to the Big Data aggregators armed with countless data points
and proprietary algorithms, the property-valuation sector, like the rest of the
mortgage industry, is in a state of transition. While some may still be finding
their way in this new world of improved technology and timelines, others
have embraced the innovations and are serving the industry with speed and
accuracy previously unimaginable.
On the next pages, we introduce you to some of the
frontrunners of the new property-valuation sector.
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SERVICELINK
Nationwide coverage

Moon Township, PA
Corporate Headquarters

KEY PERSONNEL

Dave Steinmetz

Division President, Origination Services

Kristy Folino

Managing Director, Valuations

Danny Wiley

SVP Chief Valuation Officer

Jeff Swedish

SVP National Sales Manager

Marco Brenes

SVP National Sales Manager

STAFFING

ServiceLink employs more than 3,000
employees nationwide. The company is
headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
and maintains strategic operational facilities
throughout the United States including
Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida,
Minnesota, Texas, and Virginia. With
dominant presence in all major markets
and nationwide facilities staffed with highly
trained specialists, ServiceLink has the ability
to scale quickly and offset capacity needs to
assist its clients with any challenges they may
face with fluctuating volumes or business
priorities.

CORPORATE DETAILS:
1355 Cherrington Parkway, Moon Township, PA 15108 | 1.800.777.8759 | SalesSupport@Svclnk.com | Svclnk.com
COMPANY DESCRIPTION
ServiceLink is the nation’s premier provider of digital
mortgage services to the mortgage and finance
industries. ServiceLink leads the way by delivering bestin-class technologies, a full product suite of services
and proven experience, built on a foundation of quality,
compliance, and service excellence. ServiceLink
delivers valuation, title and closing, and flood services
to mortgage originators; end-to-end subservicing to
mortgage servicers; and default valuation, integrated
default title services, vendor invoicing, and claims audit
services, as well as auction services, to mortgage
servicers. ServiceLink helps clients in the lending
industry and beyond achieve their strategic goals, realize
greater efficiencies, and better serve their customers.
COMPANY HISTORY
ServiceLink, through its predecessor companies, has offered valuation services since 1983. ServiceLink developed
the first appraisal and BPO management solution specifically focused on servicing and default in 1995. A decade
later, ServiceLink offered Desktop Valuations With Exterior
Inspection (DVI) in 2005. Then, in 2012, Desktop Valuations
With Interior Inspection (DVI-I) was added to its product
offerings. In 2017, ServiceLink introduced the industrychanging technology, EXOS Appraisal.
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
ServiceLink is committed to upholding the highest
levels of compliance and ensuring ServiceLink is at the
forefront of risk mitigation. ServiceLink’s Regulatory
and Compliance Counsel monitors all new and pending
regulations and participates in industry engagements to
receive the most current information. ServiceLink also
maintains documented policies and procedures to help
clients meet third-party oversight requirements.
ServiceLink complies with all federal and state
statutes, regulations, and ordinances that are applicable
to the services it provides to its clients, as well as all rules
and guidelines established by any insurer or investor,
including (but not limited to) Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac,
and HUD. ServiceLink is also subject to oversight from
state boards that oversee Appraisal Management
Company (AMC) licensing.
BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS
ServiceLink provides a full suite of origination, default,
business consulting, and technology-related products
and services to the industry. ServiceLink Valuation
Solutions offers a wide array of valuation solutions from
a single source, including traditional interior and exterior
appraisals, residential evaluations, BPOs, desktop
valuations, hybrid valuations, AVMs, and advisory
services.
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KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS
Financial Strength and Stability
»» Backed by Fidelity National Financial as majority
owner in ServiceLink
»» FNF is currently ranked 293 on the Fortune 500 list
Experience
»» A leader in the Valuations industry since its start in
1983
»» Twenty-three years of industry experience amongst
the valuations management team
Dedicated Customer Service
»» Focused on each client’s unique processes and
requirements
»» Expert, personalized service
»» Aggressive milestone management
»» Rapid, proactive change and resolution
»» Timely, effective, and efficient communication
Comprehensive and Customizable Quality Control
»» Team of skilled QC analysts, made up of industry
specialists and licensed staff appraisers
»» Customized systematic order routing based on report
complexity and analyst qualifications
»» Robust rules-based automated review against
comprehensive rule sets
»» Integrated data validation using the latest
technological resources
»» Side-by-side inspection of current and prior valuations
to ensure accuracy and consistency
»» Fully customizable approach to match client’s own
internal requirements
Industry-Leading Turn Times With EXOS
»» Only mobile app in the valuation space with real-time
access to appraiser calendars that allows consumers
to select a date and time convenient for them—at any
time, from any device
»» Expedites appraisal scheduling process
»» Reduces overall turn times to a five-day delivery
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
ServiceLink, through its predecessor companies, has
offered valuation services since 1983. ServiceLink is
committed to quality, service, innovation and long-term
strategic partnerships.
Strength and Stability:
As part of the Fidelity National Financial family of
companies, ServiceLink offers superior financial
strength, industry leadership, and insight. ServiceLink’s
mortgage services industry focus ensures our
partnership commitment throughout the contract terms
and beyond.

»
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Technology Solutions:
ServiceLink offers a variety of solutions to meet valuation
needs through all stages of a real estate transaction.
ServiceLink is committed to innovation and investment
in new valuation solutions as industry and client’s needs
evolve. EXOS is the newest product of this innovation
and is the leader in providing cloud-based digital
technologies to real estate lenders and servicers. This
platform specializes in providing feature-rich capabilities
to enhance, or to complete, our customers’ digital
mortgage strategy.
Unlike other market offerings, EXOS is live, ready, and
market proven, and it will continue to transform the
appraisal space and overall mortgage servicing industry.
Regulatory Compliance:
ServiceLink is committed to upholding the highest
levels of compliance and ensuring ServiceLink is at the
forefront of risk mitigation. ServiceLink’s Regulatory
and Compliance Counsel monitors all new and pending
regulations and participates in industry engagements to
receive the most current information. ServiceLink also
maintains documented policies and procedures to help
clients meet third-party oversight requirements.
Experienced Vendor Network:
ServiceLink has one of the largest real estate appraiser,
broker, and real estate agent panels in the industry and
believes that maintaining strong vendor relations is vital.
Our vendor management team and Chief Appraiser
office is dedicated to the recruitment, education,
coaching, and overall relationship with members of
ServiceLink’s network. ServiceLink offers industry
training and coaching to all valuation vendors in group
and individual settings to enhance their understanding
of evolving industry regulations and client-specific
requirements. We also offer ServiceLink University, a
free online repository of training courses for appraisers,
brokers, and agents.
Quality:
ServiceLink’s focus on quality helps eliminate the
service, time, and cost impacts that are associated
valuation reconsiderations.
»» Each report undergoes automated and manual review
»» Rules and analytical tools focus on client-specific
compliance requirements and all federal and state
regulations
»» Enhanced QC tools leveraging AVMs, HPI, proprietary,
and public data to independently confirm valuation
data points
»» Consistent high-quality ratings with top lenders,
servicers, and investors

VISIT US ONLINE @ DSNEWS.COM

ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS
The ServiceLink difference … a complete suite of valuation
solutions (including alternative and proprietary products),
superior quality control, nationwide coverage, scalable
capacity, origination-servicing differentiation, industryleading compliance practices, customizable unique
integrations, and innovative and intuitive technology.
ServiceLink is supported by the financial strength
and stability of its parent company, Fidelity National
Financial, which is the highest-ranked company in the
Title Insurance industry in the Fortune 500 (293 of 500)
as of June 2017.

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND
COVERAGE AREA
ServiceLink Valuation Solutions
conducts business in all 50 states
and has an extensive panel of
skilled, experienced valuation
professionals. ServiceLink has the
local market expertise and history of
superior service to deliver process
efficiencies that accelerate and
simplify the valuation process for
servicers nationwide.

KEYS TO SUCCESS
PEOPLE … It all starts with incredible talent.
With an experienced, innovative leadership team at the
helm, ServiceLink is focused on attracting, retaining, and
developing talent in every discipline in its organization.
ServiceLink ensures the right talent is dedicated to the
right account, training teams of client-focused specialists
who become an extension of the client.

INDUSTRY AWARDS & ACCOLADES
Morningstar assigned a ‘MOR RV1’
ranking to ServiceLink Valuation
Solutions as a residential vendor
for asset valuation each year since
2016. MOR RV1 is Morningstar’s
highest residential vendor ranking
and is defined by Morningstar as
“exceeds prudent vendor standards
and requirements for the vendor’s
operational category and role.”

»» ServiceLink’s SVP and Chief Appraiser, Danny Wiley,
SRA, is an industry leader:
»» Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) Chairman 2002 – 2004
»» ASB Board Member 2001 – 2006
»» USPAP co-author
»» 25+ years residential appraisal experience
»» Certified AQB/USPAP instructor
PROCESSES … ServiceLink is committed to quality
and compliance.
Clients have confidence in ServiceLink’s reliability and
integrity to get the job done efficiently and effectively,
ensuring that their businesses will operate at peak
performance while mitigating risk.

HW Tech100 Award: EXOS
Technologies—ServiceLink built the
EXOS digital platform to digitize title,
appraisal, and closing processes,
HousingWire Magazine (2018)

ServiceLink maintains a dedicated, full-time Risk and
Compliance team focused solely on understanding and
responding to federal and state legislation and GSE
requirements.
TECHNOLOGY … ServiceLink’s investment in
technology is unmatched.
ServiceLink utilizes best-in-class technology to
revolutionize the industry and reduce valuation turn
times, increase productivity, and reduce costs.
ServiceLink’s technology is scalable, flexible,
and configuration-based to meet investor/insurer
requirements and individual business objectives.
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CARRINGTON PROPERTY SERVICES, LLC
Nationwide coverage

Anaheim, CA
Corporate Headquarters

KEY PERSONNEL

Michael Dorner
SVP

Devin Demers
Director

Tom Huddleston

SVP, Institutional Business Channel

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND
COVERAGE AREA
CPP offers national coverage.
KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS
CPP’s products and services are
technology-based and integrate
MLS data to provide a more
efficient and reliable result. CPP’s
history of supporting its capital
markets, servicing, and originations
affiliates allows it to appreciate
the needs of clients from their
perspective.

CORPORATE DETAILS:
1600 South Douglass Road, Ste. 130A, Anaheim, CA 92806 | 866.225.1780 | Information@CarringtonPS.com |
CarringtonPS.com
COMPANY DESCRIPTION
Carrington Price Pointe (CPP), a division of Carrington
Property Services, LLC, (CPS) is focused on providing
diligence and valuation-related services to the mortgage
and residential real estate investment industries. CPP
has leveraged years of experience providing services to
the origination, servicing, and investment affiliates of the
Carrington family of companies, as well as to external
clients, to develop solutions tailored to the specific
needs of each group. Carrington offers its clients creative
and customized solutions based on each client’s needs
while providing insights it has honed over the years.
COMPANY HISTORY
Carrington began by providing multiple valuation and
diligence services in 2003. The unprecedented market
conditions experienced from 2007 onward spurred
the development of additional products intended to
better account for the dynamic market conditions.
In 2013, CPP launched an enhanced platform that
provides more accurate and reliable tools by combining
Carrington’s 15 years of industry expertise with
integrated comprehensive data and market analytics.
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
All reviews are performed in accordance with state and
federal law as it pertains to asset valuation.
BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS
CPP currently offers a full suite of services to support
residential mortgage originations and servicing,
residential mortgage investments and securitization,
and single-family rental (SFR) investment, securitization,
and sales. Diligence services include proprietary
products that incorporate an agent’s inspection and
local market expertise with a traditional collateral review
and reconciliation.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Carrington is a unique provider of valuation-related
services that is rooted in its commitment to delivering
solutions that best meet its clients’ needs in an everchanging market. For the past 15 years, Carrington has
focused on providing accurate and reliable results to
help its clients maximize returns in non-performing loan
trading, servicing distressed assets, and SFR rental
acquisitions and management.

ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS
CPP is a member of the Carrington family of companies, which has more than 3,700 associates and
employees and offers products and services for the full
lifecycle of the single-family residential market. CPP
provides the expertise and resources of a valuations
company coupled with the legal, compliance, management, technology, and business knowledge of all of the
company’s affiliates.
KEYS TO SUCCESS
CPP understands the goals and needs of its clients.
The CPP team is experienced in managing to a financial
return goal as well as to process, timelines, and quality.
CPP’s dedicated and seasoned staff is continuously
pursuing ways to improve and refine its products, all to
help clients meet their operational and financial goals.
INDUSTRY AWARDS & ACCOLADES
In 2017, Morningstar assigned its highest ranking, MOR
RV1, to CPP. With the initiation of this ranking, CPP
joins CPS’ institutional asset management and rental
property management divisions that have held the MOR
RV1 ranking since 2014 (reaffirmed in 2015, 2016, and
2017). Both service verticals are supported by CPP’s
services and analytics. Since 2007, CPP has deployed
their proprietary diligence product in the acquisition
of $9.9 billion in non-performing loans and performed
over 48,000 diligence and collateral reviews in support
of trading operations. Since the launch of a new
technology platform in 2013, CPP has completed over
159,000 BPOs. Additionally, CPP was an early entrant
to the SFR rental diligence space and has performed
diligence on nearly $2 billion in SFR rental assets.
»» Morningstar MOR RV1 ranking 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017
»» SAS 70 Report 2010, 2012
»» SSAE 18/SOC 1 Type II Report (formerly known as
SAS 70 and SSAE No. 16) 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016,
2017

PROPERTY SERVICES
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MCS VALUATIONS
Nationwide coverage

CORPORATE DETAILS:
350 Highland Drive, Suite 100 | Lewisville, TX 75067 | Phone: 813.387.1100 | Website: MCSValuations.com
CORPORATE PROFILE

Lewisville, Texas
Corporate Headquarters

KEY PERSONNEL

Caroline Reaves
CEO

Chad Mosley
COO

Kim Drake-Loy

General Counsel/Chief Compliance
Officer

STAFFING:
»» 25 employees

MCS Valuations, one of the leading full-service valuations
providers in the industry, performs property valuations in
all 50 U.S. states and surrounding territories with a product
suite that includes, but is not limited to, BPOs, appraisals,
evaluations, and review products. MCS Valuations’ long
history of providing data-validated products utilizing
industry-leading quality tools combined with excellent
customer service delivers data integrity and valuation
accuracy for use throughout the life cycle of a loan. The
company’s tenured management brings years of mortgage
lending experience, as well as active participation in the
valuation industry.

COMPANY HISTORY

MCS Valuations has been providing services in the
valuation industry for more than 15 years with experience
providing quality products and services to its clients,
including some of the largest lenders and loan servicers
in the country. MCS Valuations’ tenured management has
been in the mortgage and valuation industries through
the economic and regulatory changes, allowing them
to understand your business and the importance of
regulatory compliance along with excellent service.

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS

Data-Validated Products
MCS Valuations’ valuation products are data validated
and reviewed for accuracy by industry-leading quality
tools providing the combined benefits of data integrity,
valuation accuracy, and other market indicators, along
with the additional value-added analysis provided by the
company’s knowledgeable quality control staff. MCS
Valuations’ expertise in reviewing and interpreting datavalidated products saves clients time, steps, and cost and
enables faster, exception-based processing of valuations.
Best-In-Class Broker Panel Management
High-quality valuations start with best-in-class vendor
panel management. MCS Valuations maintains
uncompromising standards and panel management by
including comprehensive vendor scorecard systems to
continuously and objectively evaluate, score, and reward
quality performance.
Product Quality
The team at MCS Valuations is committed to compliance
and regularly reviews their policies and procedures to
help ensure conformance with applicable laws, including
the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
and Interagency Statement on Independent Appraisal
and Evaluation Functions guidelines. In addition, every
valuation report undergoes a quality review to help ensure
adherence to secondary market guidelines and any
custom specifications you define.

Technology
ValuEdge and SourceNet, the company’s proprietary
online technology systems, let you place, track, and
deliver orders around the clock from anywhere you have
Internet access. These systems also manage the valuation
process and track panel member performance for quality,
workload, and turnaround time.
National Coverage
MCS Valuations’ nationwide panel network of appraisers
and brokers reach every ZIP code in the U.S. and its
surrounding territories. The coverage MCS Valuations
provides helps ensure it can always serve your valuation
needs.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

MCS Valuations’ data-driven and -validated solutions
incorporate property characteristics, available comparable
properties, and risk-based scoring models to arrive at
an accurate and reliable property valuation. Valuation
accuracy provides greater confidence in risk assessment
and decision-making (over/under valuation scores,
integrity scores, complexity scores, etc.). MCS Valuations’
best-in class panel management practices and scoring
models ensure high-quality third-party vendors and drive
order assignments to the best qualified local real estate
professionals. This includes:
» Comprehensive vendor scorecard system to
continuously and objectively evaluate score and
reward quality performance
» A performance-based order allocation ensures order
volumes are routed to vendors based on Platinum,
Gold, or Silver classifications
Complying with evolving regulations and guidelines
has introduced a new level of risk. These new demands
require a reputable, financially stable business partner
that you can depend on to help ensure valuation accuracy
and mitigate compliance risk. MCS Valuations ensures
regulatory compliance.

ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS

MCS Valuations adds value to clients by providing
data-validated products that are reviewed for quality and
accuracy by a staff of highly trained appraisers and real
estate professionals. The company’s quality control staff is
able to interpret the additional robust data tools available
to ensure the final product is a report clients can rely
upon. MCS Valuations’ experience allows the company to
understand the complexity of the environment its clients
are navigating and align processes to best meet their
expectations.
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RED BELL REAL ESTATE, LLC–A RADIAN COMPANY
Nationwide coverage

Midvale, UT
Corporate Headquarters

KEY PERSONNEL

Eric Ray

Senior EVP, Technology and Transaction
Services

Jeffrey Jonas
President, Red Bell

Craig Lasson

SVP, Business Development

Michael Dziuba

SVP, Enterprise Sales, Mortgage, and Real
Estate Services

RADIAN FAMILY OF COMPANIES

Red Bell is a member of the Radian
family of companies, which provides
the most comprehensive suite of
private mortgage insurance, risk
management products, and real
estate services in the industry.
»» Radian MI—mortgage insurance
»» Red Bell—advanced automated
property valuations
»» Clayton—loan due diligence and
securitization services, servicing
oversight, and surveillance
»» Green River Capital—REO asset
management and SFR services
»» Radian Settlement Services—
national title, closing, and
settlement services

CORPORATE DETAILS:
7730 South Union Park Ave., Suite 400 | Midvale, UT 84047 | MoreInfo@RedBellRE.com
Radian.biz/RedBell
CORPORATE PROFILE
Red Bell is an innovative real estate brokerage company
that delivers pricing and valuation products to investors,
lenders, and loan servicers. Licensed in all 50 states and
the District of Columbia, Red Bell assists clients to better
understand and capitalize on local markets through its
unparalleled access to data from nearly 400 MLSs.
END-USER CATEGORIES
»» Lender/Servicer
»» Outsourcer

brokers in all 50 states and D.C., as well as to over 20,000
licensed agents for inspections, BPOs, and more.

»» Unparalleled Data: The most expansive data in the
industry, with access to nearly 400 MLS and retroactive
data dating back to 2000 that no other provider offers.

»» Superior Customer Experience: Blending ease of
use and direct integrations, Red Bell’s products deliver
efficiency and quality results.

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS
Automated Valuation Estimator (AVE): AVE is a stateof-the-art real estate pricing product that leverages
market-specific MLS data and advanced analytics
to help buyers and sellers identify the most relevant
comparables and make informed pricing decisions.

ADDED CLIENT VALUE
»» Reliability: Leveraging the most expansive data

Asset Watch: Allows users to monitor their portfolio
proactively with daily notifications of MLS activity
on their properties. Primary uses include customer
retention, servicing/default management, REO
management, and portfolio monitoring.

»» Flexibility: Red Bell’s variety of products gives clients

Broker Price Opinion (BPO): Combining a network of
over 20,000 agents, live reporting, and quality control
on all orders, clients can be confident that the resulting
price estimate is the sweet spot between competitive
pricing and maximum profit.
Valuation Risk Review (VRR): The most cost-effective
way to validate an appraisal or BPO. The VRR leverages
Red Bell’s AVE report to uncover potential risks related
to the valuation amount, the property and market, or
the original provider’s methodology.
Appraisal Reconciled BPO (ARBPO): This multi-step
offering combines powerful analytics with on-theground professional expertise. The ARBPO starts with
a price estimate from a Red Bell AVE report and a BPO
by a local agent. A licensed appraiser then assesses
the comparables from both reports, examines interior
property photos, and incorporates other information to
reconcile the price estimate.
Restricted Appraisal Report (RAR): An innovative
product that bypasses the nationwide shortage
of appraisers—and ensuing delays—without
compromising the quality of the valuation. First, an
inspection is performed by a local realtor. A licensed
appraiser then uses Red Bell’s proprietary AVE report
to help them determine a Market Value.
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COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
»» Nationwide Network: Access to licensed real estate

source in the industry, Red Bell’s products give clients
unmatched insight to inform their valuation decisions.

»» Efficiency: Products employ advanced technology to
deliver reliable results faster—and at a lower cost—than
traditional valuation methods.
options to complement their unique valuation strategy.

KEYS TO SUCCESS
»» Products are built by users, resulting in intuitive design
and functionality.
»» Backed by the financial strength of Radian, Red Bell
continues to expand its offerings.

INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND MILESTONES
Ranked by MorningStar as a “MOR RV1” residential
vendor in the asset valuation market.
CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

“Red Bell allows me do my job in less time
and have the confidence that the information
I use is correct.”
Staff Appraiser

“I would argue that, without using Red Bell
AVE to help establish a marketing strategy,
we would be leaving money on the table by
listing properties too low.”
AVP, Single-Family REO

»
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SPRINGHOUSE VALUATIONS®, AN ALTISOURCE

®

Nationwide coverage

Plano, TX
Corporate Headquarters

KEY PERSONNEL

Phil Huff

President and CEO

Amy Jo Plummer

Senior Manager of Client Relations

Chris Cunningham
Manager of Valuation Sales

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND
COVERAGE AREA
Nationwide network—thousands of
brokers and appraisers with local
expertise.

BUSINESS UNIT

CORPORATE DETAILS:
6404 International Parkway, Suite 1000, Plano, TX 75093 | 877.871.6948 | Chris.Cunningham@SpringhouseAMC.com
SpringhouseAMC.com
COMPANY DESCRIPTION
Springhouse provides technology-enabled solutions
to help address your specific valuation needs. Their
technologies and deep data resources, coupled with a
nationwide network of industry professionals, are fully
scalable and entirely customizable. Springhouse helps
reduce risk with continuous monitoring and knowledge
of new laws and regulations. Specializing in residential
appraisals, commercial appraisals, hybrid products
and property reports that provide a rental analysis of
any address, and commercial marketing and inspection
services, Springhouse is relied upon by lenders to help
close more loans, faster.
COMPANY HISTORY
Springhouse is a business unit of Altisource, a leader in
providing services and technology for the mortgage and
real estate industries. Founded in 2008 and acquired
by Altisource in 2011, Springhouse continues to grow
its client base by focusing on delivering high-quality
valuation services nationwide.
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
Springhouse leverages a compliance management
system (CMS) that tracks legislative, regulatory, and legal
changes related to valuation services. The company’s
team of dedicated compliance specialists uses
preventative and detective controls to help manage risk
and comply with applicable laws.
BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS
In addition to traditional offerings—residential and
commercial property appraisals, broker price opinions,
comparative market analyses, property inspections
and market data services, and commercial marketing
inspection services—Springhouse also provides
specialized services:
»» Data- and model-enhanced valuations
»» Custom hybrid valuations
»» Automated valuation model (AVM) applications
»» Single- and multi-value reconciliations
»» Centralized and traditional desk reviews
»» RentRange® line of products
»» Forensic and buyback rebuttals
»» Legacy panel management
»» Risk management and business process outsourcing

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
»» National AMC
»» Expansive network with localized market knowledge
»» Proven provider
»» Delivers an average of 530,000 valuations annually1
»» Efficient delivery
»» Single source for accurate, prompt valuations
»» Customer-centric
»» Dedicated client service teams focused on the
customer-specific aspects of the process
KEYS TO SUCCESS
Springhouse’s success is built on quality service,
compliance, and adaptability. The company is an expert
on where it can add value and customizes its products to
meet its clients’ unique needs.
»» Provided more than 3.4 million valuations since 20122
»» More than 30,000 vendors in the network3
KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS
Reduce Risk
»» Help lower your risk with Springhouse’s continuous
monitoring and knowledge of new laws and
regulations.
Nationwide Expertise
»» Gain accurate, localized market knowledge through
Springhouse’s national network of internal associates
and extensive panel of brokers to appraisers. Benefit
from their team composed of industry leaders, proven
professionals, and valuation innovators.
Increase Efficiency
»» Using Springhouse’s proprietary technologies and
deep data resources, help manage all applications for
all valuations, whether origination or default, REO, and
loan servicing. High-quality processes and controls
help deliver rapid turnaround times with multilevel
quality reviews and metrics.

1 Average annual volume 2012 – 2018
2 Q1 2012 – Q4 2017
3 As of Q4 2017

ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS
In addition to standard valuation services, Springhouse
offers specialized solutions to solve complex
requirements such as custom hybrid and data-enhanced
valuations.
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U.S. REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Nationwide coverage

Lake Forest, California
Corporate Headquarters

KEY PERSONNEL

Keith Guenther
Founder, CEO

Michael Bull
CFO

Angela Hurst

SVP, Strategy and Development

Rida Sharaf

SVP, USRES Operations

Garrett Mays

Director, Valuation & Vendor
Management

STAFFING:
»» 110 employees

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND
COVERAGE AREA:
»» Nationwide
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CORPORATE DETAILS:
25520 Commercentre Drive, Lake Forest, CA 92630 | 949.206.5369 | Sales@USRES.com | USRES.com
COMPANY DESCRIPTION
Over the past 25 years, U.S. Real Estate Services
(USRES) has become an industry leader for a wide
variety of valuation and REO disposition services.
Throughout its tenure, USRES has cultivated a reliable
and knowledgeable vendor panel of both agents and
appraisers. These vendors are consistently vetted
and graded to provide clients with a reliable panel
of partners. In 2003, the company also created its
proprietary software solution, RES.NET, which has
grown to include a complete servicer suite of portals.
Ownership of a premium technology platform allows
USRES to adjust practices to meet the specific needs
of each client and provide the flexibility other service
providers simply cannot match.

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS
Broker Price Opinions
»» USRES maintains a select group of licensed agents
geared towards serving the BPO market while
consistently adhering to both quality and delivery
specifications. USRES is committed to accuracy
and maintains its place in the industry by partnering
with a panel of vetted REO listing agents. These
values are further scrutinized by USRES’ in-house
staff of licensed appraisers and third-party analytics.
The USRES process ensures that every BPO goes
through a comprehensive audit for content and
accuracy. From assignment to delivery, every BPO
is overseen by USRES’ experienced staff to ensure
pinpoint accuracy in every order.

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS
USRES offers clients a wide variety of valuation
services, including origination and default appraisals,
BPOs, and rental analysis reports. Over the past 25
years, the company has developed a reliable vendor
network who are held to rigorous standards to ensure
clients receive the highest quality product available.
Through its technology solution, RES.NET, USRES also
built its own Valuation Portal, which allows all files to be
assigned, tracked, and reviewed with ease.

Appraisals
»» USRES seeks out and retains a robust network
of licensed appraisers dedicated to their trade. All
valuations are reviewed and audited by both an
in-house team of appraisers and integrated QC
functionality, giving our clients the perfect blend of
technology and personal oversight. In this way, the
company ensures customers receive an end product
that is completed on time without sacrificing accuracy.
USRES’ unparalleled technology solution provides
a secure and seamless experience for clients,
appraisers, and borrowers alike.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
USRES is known for its unique blend of technology and
personal oversight. The company utilizes
its proprietary Valuation Portal to constantly monitor
performance, run grades and reports, and
analyze each prospective agent and appraiser to
ensure the best candidate is always on the job.
USRES also employs licensed and certified appraisers
who, along with the aid of third-party tools,
perform comprehensive QC reviews on every valuation.
Through this combination of experienced
professionals and cutting-edge technology, the
company is able to provide accurate and timely
value assessments for investors making asset
management and bulk purchase decisions.

Rental Analysis Reports
»» The USRES Rental Analysis Report is a timely
response to rentals becoming a viable revenue source
for mortgage bankers pursuing NPL acquisitions. This
product is completed by our network of more than
80,000 agents who personally inspect each property.
When paired with other valuation products, the rental
analysis report provides clients with the necessary
data for selecting the most profitable strategy for
every file. Through varied offerings in this and other
niche segments, USRES has made a name for itself
as a provider of end-to-end servicer solutions.
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SPECIAL ADVERTORIAL SECTION

The American Mortgage Diversity Council (AMDC) was created with one mission to create an industry that is diverse
and inclusive of individuals from all backgrounds and allows equal opportunities for minorities, women, disabled,
veterans, LGTBQ+, and those diverse in other areas. Join a group of diversity champions from all backgrounds who
work together for the betterment of our industry.

2018 MEMBER COMPANIES

A&D Property Services | Altisource | Apex Asset Management Group | Arch MI | Armor Concepts | Aspen Grove Solutions | Assero Services | AssetVal |
Auction.com | Bank of America | BankUnited | Beers Housing | Black Knight | Caliber Home Loans | Consolidated Credit Solutions |
Continental Real Estate Services | CoreLogic | Cyprexx Services | Deval | Doonan, Graves & Longoria | Fannie Mae | Federal Home Loan Bank of Chicago |
Federal Home Loan Bank of Dallas | FICO | First Allegiance First American | Five Brothers | Flagstar Bank | Freddie Mac | Folks Hess Kass, PLLC | GLS Legal Services |
Heavner, Beyers & Mihlar | Home Depot Renovation Services | Independence Title | Johnson, Blumberg & Associates | Landmark Network | Laudan Properties |
Mercer Belanger | Metrocorp Claims | MGIC | Mr. Cooper | MSI | National General Lender Services | National MI | National REIA | National Tax Search |
Ocwen Financial Corporation | PennyMac | Randall S. Miller & Associates | Richard M. Squire & Associates | RUTH RUHL | Stern, Lavinthal, & Frankenberg |
Strategic Venture Partners | Sutherland | Texas Capital Bank | U.S. Bank | WeatherCheck | Wright, FInlay & Zak | ZVN Properties

The AMDC invites all companies across the industry to join us. To learn more about the AMDC,
contact Derek.Templeton@AMDCouncil.com or 214.525.6757.
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